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Wednesday, Jan. 10th: WSU's Men's Chorale
11 a.m.-1 p.m. (SU Atrium)

Thursday, Jan. 11th: Karaoke Night!
&-l1 p.m. (The Rat)

ALL EVENTS ARE FREE and EVERYONE is welcome

to come!

Any questions or comments, please contact us

SU.

at x5500
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CAMPUS CALENDAR

Bolinga Anniversary

7 p.m. (The Rat)

or stop by W028

or email GuardianEIC@ netscape.net

Wednesday, January 10

Wednesday, Jan. I7th: Gladiator (Movie)

.. ;l. - ..

Call Stephanie @ 775-5536
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Lecture Series, Ill, An informal
discussion with Randall
Robinson at 2 p.m. in the
Student Union Formal Lounge
and 6:30 p.m. in the
Multipurpose Room.
House of Representatives
business meeting in E163
Student Union from 2-3 p.m.
Trifecta Fiesta: 3-point
basketball shootout and 3-on3 tournament in the Nutter
Center from 7-11 p.m.
Peer-to-Peer Meeting at 5
p.m. in W036 Student Union.

Arson/Related Offenses
Dec. 28: Criminal damaging

reported in the Brehm
Laboratory.

Drug Offenses

Jan. 3: Drug abuse and·
drug paraphernalia was
reported from Hamilton Hall.

Larceny-Theft

Jan. 5: A Dayton resident
reported a theft from the
Nutter Center.
Jan. 5: A Fairborn resident
reported a theft from the

Thursday, January 11
Campus Crusade for
Christ in the Medical Sciences
Auditorium at 8 p.m.
Friday, January 12
CREC Friday Lunch
Special, 12-1 p.m. in the
Student Union.
Saturday, January 13
African American Alumni

Brunch, 10-1 p.m. in W169B

and C in the Student Union.

Monday, January 15
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day

Nutter Center.
Jan. 5: A Fairborn resident
reported a theft from the
Nutter Center.

Liquor Offenses

Dec. 31: Underage consumption or possession
was reported on Kauffman
and Wright State roads.
Dec. 31: Underage Consumption or possession
reported from a Zink Road
apartment.

Offense Against Family

Observed. University Closed.
SCLC Martin Luther King
March. Meet at 10 a.m. in the
Student Union Visitors Lot.
Sign-up in the Office of
Student Life or call 775-5566.

January 16
CREC

Tuesday,
Intramural sports entries
due by 5 p.m. in the
office.
CREC Winter Tracking
workshop. Call 775-5019 to
register.
HIV screening in the
Student Health Center, 9-12
p.m. and 1-4 p.m.

Jan. 4: Domestic violence
reported from Hickory Hall.
Traffic
Dec. 31: Driving under
suspension, driving under
the influence and rules for
driving in lane reported on
Colonel Glenn Highway.
Jan. 3: Driving under
suspension and failure to
obey traffic control device
reported on University
Boulevard.
Jan. 3: An injury auto crash
was reported on University
Boulevard.

N
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The Campus Beat. Ears to the Ground.

Celebrating 30 years of Bolinga Center ~•ta
By Jessica Donham
Staff Writer

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

tribute to the memory of

a variety of resource materials on the black experience;

Series, Community

series' Minority Speaker.

celebrating its 30 year at
Wright State University.
The Center opened on
January 15, 1971, as a

culture and heritage of
black Americans; make
easily accessible, by housing in one central location,

resolution of problems
which have resulted from
racial discrimination and
prejudice; and work for the
advancement of the black
creative arts."
The word "Bolinga"
means "love" in Lingala, an
African language. The
Center tries to promote love
and understanding by the
many programs it sponsors
such as the educational

"I think that the Center
provides a great place for
any student to learn about
African American culture,"
said Shannon Wilson, a
junior nursing major.
The theme for the
anniversary celebration is
"Thirty Years of Change:
Academic Excellence,
Cultural Awareness and
Social Transition."

Speaker
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-Kathy Key, Financial
Services supervisor for the

City of Dayton.

from 1996.

sent

to the city from WSU was

formatted wrong, and em-

ployee wages were doubled,

in some cases tripled. The

'taxes withheld were not

credited.

"We noticed an error in

some of the letters before

they were sent and pulled
them, but some did go

unnoticed and were sent out,"
said Kathy Key, Financial

wsu observes King holiday in Dayton area
Tickets are $20 and the
keynote speaker will be Rev.
Dr. Oberey M. Hendricks,
president of Payne Theological
Seminary. The school program
awards will also be held on
Jan. 12, in Blair Hall at Sinclair
Community College at 7 p.m.
A youth skating party is
planned for Jan. 12 at 10 p.m.
On Sunday Jan. 14 at·
6:p.m., the annual musical
concert will be held at Shiloh
Missionary Baptist Church.
The concert will feature the
Martin Luther King Mass
Choir, Central State
University's choir and WSU's
Paul Laurence Dunbar Choral.
The culminating event for
the official holiday will be the

·

The wage and tax data

January 15
Participation in the SCLC
Martin Luther King March

the DaytonConventionCenter.

.+' '
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this will
in subse-

taxes

January 1 3
African American Alumni Brunch
10:00-1:00 p.m.
in WT69B and C Student Union

Each year on the third
Monday of January, schools,
federal offices, post offices
and banks across America
close as the country celebrates
the newest American national
holiday: Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. Day. This year, Wright
State will join the Miami Valley
in celebrating the life and
accomplishments of King for a
full weekend of activities.
Fifteen years after President Ronald Reagan signed a
bill that would make King's
birthday a holiday, the city of
Dayton, in conjunction with
Wright State, Central State and
various other businesses and
institutions, are planning a
weekend celebration.
WSU's President, Dr. Kim
Goldenberg, is taking an active

,

Wright State faculty

Book signing immediately
following the lecture.

Church. They continue
throughout the week with the
Interfaith Prayer Breakfast on
Jan. 12, beginning at 7 a.m. at

3yPOll

recently received a letter from
{he City of Dayton informing
them that they owe back

An informal discussion with Randall Robinson at
2 p.m. in the Student Union Formal Lounge and
6:30 p.m. in the Multipurpose Room.

role in the festivities. In
accordance with this year's
theme: "Education For a New
Century: Achieving Justice,
Equality and Peace,"
Goldenberg and John Garland,
president of Central State,
were named co-chairmen for
the activities.
As co-chair, Goldenberg
and Garland help select
speakers, serve on planning
committees, develop strategies
to obtain corporate sponsorship and attend and/or
participate in all events.
"I am excited about being
involved in planning the
celebration. I think it gives
Wright State the opportunity
to remain connected to the
community," said Goldenberg.
The activities began Jan. 7,
with the annual Martin Luther
King, Jr. Day worship service
at the Christ Episcopal

""

Staff Writer.

January 1 0

By Jessica Donham
Staff Writer

,.

By Jessica Donham

Upcoming events honoring the
Bolinga Center's 30th anniversary

Dr. Kim Goldenberg spoke at "The Bolinga Story,"
one of many events celebrating the 30th anniversary
of the Bolinga Center.
Photo by Heather Skinner

.

Jr.

annual Martin Luther King,
Day community march and
rally. For over 15 years,
Dayton has held a community
march.
"Last year there were over
1 5,000 people. This year
promises to be even better
with the added involvement
from Wright State," said
Jacqueline McMillan, assistant
to the president of WSU.
The march begins at 10:4 5
a.m. from north, south, east
and west Dayton. Marchers
will meet at Courthouse
Square for a rally beginning at
11:45 a.m.
For WSU faculty and
students who would like to
march there will be busses
leaving at 10 a.m. from the
Student Union Visitor's Lot. To
reserve a space, call the Office
of Student Life at (937) 7755566.

Services supervisor for the
City of Dayton.
Faculty who received

these letters must fax in a

copy of their 1996 W2 form

and the letter they were sent
to'

City of Dayton.

For those persons who

e to find their W2
tax year 1996, you

ct payroll and ve

one for you," said

ve, Payroll supervi-

make
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State regents' report evaluates WSU's performance
4
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Wright State ranks above
average in the "The StateSupported Ohio College and

University Performance

Report: Student Outcomes
and Experiences" released
last month. In most categories, WSU's results matched
or exceeded the state averages for almost all categories.
Governor Bob Taft
requested the Ohio Board of
Regents prepare a report

evaluating the state-sup-

ported colleges and universities. This is the first-annual
performance report, based on

data from the 1998-1999

academic year.
"We welcome this report,"
said WSU President Kim
Goldenberg. "We believe it
proves that Wright State is a
great investment. The report
demonstrates that WSU offers
students a top quality education, taught by full-time,
senior faculty at a below
average cost. It also shows
that our graduates are getting
jobs and staying in Ohio.
Wright State makes a contri-

bution to Ohio that some
other universities don't
because our graduates tend
to stay here."
The report was divided
into 16 areas of specialization. The full report is available online at: http://
www.regents.state.oh.us/.
WSU's highlights are mentioned below.
Tuition and Fees: WSU's
tuition is one of the least
expensive in the state,
ranking ninth out of thirteen
universities in both undergraduate and graduate tuition
costs. Of the four universities
with lower undergraduate
tuition, two receive special
supplemental funding from
the state to allow them to
keep tuition costs down.
Diversity on Campus:

With a 12 percent African
American student body, WSU
was well within the state and
national averages in student
diversity. According to the
report, the state and national
average is 11 percent African
American.

THINKINGABOUT A DEGREE
IN BUSINESS?
The Raj Soin College of
Business at Wright State
University offers both
undergraduate and graduate
degrees in business.

For more

information call:

775-2437
or visit us at

www.wright.edu/coba
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returning. for their
sophomore year.

" The report demonstrates that WSU

Student Mobility:

Thinking about
offers students a top quality education,
transferring? WSU
taught by full-time, senior faculty at a below reflects the national
and statewide trend
average cost. It also shows that our graduof students attending
ates are getting jobs and staying in Ohio."
more than one
university throughout
their college career.
Sixteen percent of
WSU President undergraduates
attended another
External Research: The
percent.
university the previous year
report places WSU third in the
Time and Credits to
and 24 percent attendedstate in research spending
Degree: With an average time
another campus in the
from federal grants and
of 5.4 years, WSU ranked
previous two years.
fourth in research overall in
second in average time to
Full-time Faculty: First1998.
degree for 1998-1999 graduyear students at WSU are
"Our research funding
ates from open admission
more likely to be taught by
has grown 30 percent in the
universities.
full-time faculty than most
past fiscal year to our highest
Degrees and Certificates: state universities. The Ohio
rate ever," said Goldenberg.
WSU accounts for five percent average is 47 percent and
"Not only do we provide an
of the baccalaureate degrees, WSU ranked third in the state
excellent education, we offer
eight percent of masters, six
with 62 percent.
out students hands-on
percent of professional and
Faculty with Academic
research opportunities as
one percent of doctoral
Rank: The state average for
well."
degrees in Ohio.
first-year students taught by
Employment Outcomes:
Year-to-Year Persistence: faculty with academic rank is
Graduates of WSU are more
Among open admission
47 percent, but WSU's average
likely to work in Ohio than
universities, WSU ranked first, is 53 percent.
graduates from any other
with 72 percent in persistence
Academic Qualifications
state school. Of the 1998 and rates for first time, full-time,
for Faculty: For two-year
1999 baccalaureate gradudegree-seeking, first-year
campuses, WSU's Lake
ates, 79 percent are with
students. The results are well Campus is well above the
working in Ohio or continuing above the national average
state average for first-year
their education, well above
for open admission schools
students taught by faculty
the state average of 69
of 54.3 percent of students
with graduate degrees. The
campus average was 90
percent compared to the state
First Watch Restaurant
average of 82 percent.
NOW HIRING!

-Kim Goldenberg

LOCATED AT 2614-A COLONEL GLENN HWY.
(ACROSS FROM THE NUTTER CENTER)

431-9150

ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR:

-COOKS

-SERVERS

-BUSERS/DISHERS
DAYTIME ONLY RESTAURANT, SMOKE-FREE
ENVIRONMENT
COMPETITVE WAGES, TUITION REIMBURSEMENT

401-K!

APPLY IN PERSON AFTER 2PM

Remedial Coursework:

According to the state trend,

remedial coursework in

English proved more effective
in helping students successfully complete later college
coursework than remedial
coursework in mathematics.
Eighty-one percent of WSU
continuing students were
successful in all of their
college level English courses
than 71 percent of other main
campuses statewide. Only 39
percent were successful in
WSU math courses compared
to the 5 7 percent statewide.

Customer Service

Part-tim

Days and Early Evenings
Do you want to start work immediately? Manpower of Beavercreek is looking
for our out bound call center representatives. We have part time positions in

Anattractive bussiness/casual work environment. You can choose from the

following:
Market Research for national firm, 20-25 hours a week, Monday through
Friday, days, evenings, and some weekends required, starting pay $7.75 with
possible increase after 90 days.

Honors residence hall construction underway
W ednesday,

By Josh Sweigart

Staff Writer

2001 The

Guardian 5

Honors Community

Construction continues
on the new residence hall
near College Park Apartments. The building is
intended to house primarily
honors students. It will
consist of three wings, two
with four floors and one with
three, offering 19 2 rooms to
house 384 students. Rent in
the new hall will be $1,283
per quarter.
There will also be a
service wing, including a
convenience store and plans
may include an ATM, CATS
lab and a branch of the WSU
bookstore. Additional parking will be supplied to
accommodate those living in
the hall.
"If you look at the master
plan, we will have a huge
triangle of campus housing
with this building in the
middle. Its intention is for
the convenience of all students in that area," said Dan
Bertsos, director of Residence

Wright State University
Opening Fall, 2001

Student Rooms

!

ml

are doubles, comparable

Graphic-sCourtesy of Residence Services
Services.
The building is also
designed for a classroom and
computer lab, as well as an
apartment where a faculty
member will live and teach
out of the classroom. Several
faculty members have

applied and none have been
designated for the job at this
time. This will be the first

time WSU has attempted

housing a faculty member
with the students.
"There's research that
shows that students that

JESUS, WHO IS HE ?
STUDY HISS. ;Y

College/Career - Bible Study-

9:30 am Sun

have more non-academic
interaction with faculty
members do better in
school," said Melissa GilesMarkland, associate director
for Residence Life.
The project has been in
the planning stages for about

Any Color
• Any Desigr
• lair or Fancy
SAFE

• CLEAN
• EXPERIEINC ED»
Must to 18ark soter • Handicap Accessible
Merrber of APT » ORIGINAL. PERSONAL{ZEEI> DESIGN

FBEEEE HAND + INE LINE + EBOL.DO » TPIEBAL. • COITFLATTS

AVARD>WIINIVEINS .AR'TTSS'TS
AISO FEAT URIINBC»L»Y
PL
IEIL«SKIN€S Sr

Worship Service 8: 15 or 10:45 am Sun.
3515 Shakertown west ofN.Fairfield Rd.

:tease
COE>SY
IEENA72312RY
leave the Kids.et Hoe

"»eEKE»ESSIE>#
<>IV
fa.XS3«»EE<

Feeling very tired and have a sore throat, fever, swollen tonsils, or

··

[] Lounge/tabby
[ill] Student Services

The Honors residence hall will be a state-of-the-art facility complete with office space, a classroom and plans for a
bookstore brach and convenience store. All rooms
to those in the Woods.

People helping people to know 3serve God

·

Jan. 10,

swollen lymph nodes?

You may be eligible to join a research study!
The study involves 7 clinic visits.
Participants are reimbursed!

For more information contact:
Wells Institute For Health Awareness
Telephone: 1-937-293-2157
Toll Free: 1-888-293-2157
Email: CLinrsrch@earthlink.net
www.Wellslnstitute.com

+

18 months and is expected to
be completed by next fall. No
name has been chosen for
the building yet. "The steering committee is in the
process of deciding how to
choose the name," said GilesMarkland. No estimate of the
building's cost to the university is formed at present.
"Our demand for first
year housing was so high
that it had to be considered.
Demand has gone up very
quickly because of scholarships offered to valedictoriand salutatorians, of
which we had more arrive
this year than even Ohio
State University," said
Bertsos. Presently, honors
students are housed in Laurel
Hall. The opening of the new
building should make it
unnecessary to house students in Emerald Lakes
Apartments next year,
according to Residence
Services.
"We're very excited," said
Mary Kenton, associate
director of the University
Honors Program. "This will
be the first opportunity to
house honors students in one
place." There are presently
830 honors students at WSU,
of which 150-200 live on
campus. In order for freshmen to qualify for the
program, they must have a
3.25 grade point average or
better, and either have
graduated in the top 1 O
percent of their class or have
an ACT or SAT score in the
90th percentile. Upperclassmen need a grade point
average of 3.0 or better to
apply.

ans

Student organization funding to be revised
6
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By Josh Sweigart

Staff Writer

Student Government has
taken the initiative to form a
process by which funding for
student organizations can be
determined.
A meeting was held
Thursday to discuss the
issues involved. "What we're
looking for is some sort of
objective criteria to decide

what type of organization
should receive what," said
Dan Abrahamowicz, Vice
President for Student Affairs
and Enrollment Services.
"This can be an emotional
and controversial issue. We
need to approach this
systematically and strategically."
Two reasons were given
for making the changes.
"Should a new organization

«ASHIEST"AID
Why Spend All
Your Vacation
Money On

Accommodations

15 of Daytona's

] Finest Reach
Morday- Friday
10pus- 9pr

Saturday
aoan- Spr»

Front Hotels at
the Best Prices

Ask About Our "Spring Break Party Carat"

STITCH8ASE5RITT.TD
CALL 1-800-881-9173
Check us uut na tie web

WWw.daaytGmaweicorecemer.Carr

receive funding? we don't
know what to pay them, and
this is simply not a good way
to conduct business," said

Abrahamowicz.

"Now things are pretty

much based on oral tradi-

tion, or what a person
remembers," said Michael
Jackson, president of SG.
"We need a system which
present organizations tan fit
under and new ones can
apply under." No statesupported school in Ohio has
a formal system such as this.
A council will meet next
week to review proposals.
This is comprised of the
Lambda Union president, SG
president, Black Student
Union president, Asian
Hispanic Native American
Council president and the
editor of The Guardian.
"Hopefully all recommend ations will be given to the
Office of the Vice President
of Student Affairs in the next
two weeks. We would like to
get it done before budgets
are due, since it may effect
requests," said Jackson.

Several proposals were
made at Thursday's meeting.
One was to gauge how much
an- organization should get
based on the duties outlined
in their constitution. Another
was to classify groups into
three levels based on what
portion of the student body
they represent and whether
they have other groups
within them. "No system will
be perfect, but we need a
system that most people
agree with," said Jackson.
Four new organizations
applied for funding last year.
The Asian Hispanic Native
American Council received
$8,541 and the Sports Club
Council received $8,000.
Both groups requested and
did not receive stipends for
their leadership positions.
The Student Honors Association and Student Entrepreneurs United were denied
funding.
Under the present
system, all organizations
desiring.funding must
submit their budget reports
and requests to the Student

Organization Budget Com»

mittee (SOBC) on- an annual
basis. These are due by Feb.
1, this year. The SOBC then
divides the amount allocated
by the school for student
organizations based on their
requests. This amount is
$332,859, increased from·
$319,000 last year.
The SOBC consists of six
people. These are the president of SG, vice president of
Student Affairs, a senator
from SG and three additional
representatives of the
student body. Any student
can apply to serve on the
council and several positions
are still available. Applications are due by Jan 12.
"It's rare that students
get paid at all for involvement in student organizations," said Carolyn Smith,
executive assistant to the
vice president for Student
Affairs and Enrollment
Services. "It used to be that
students became involved on
a volunteer basis, but the
reality is now that most
people have to work."

The Student Organization Budget Committee (SOBC) is
appointed annually by the Vice President for Student Affairs
and Enrollment Services to hear operating budget proposals
from WSU student organizations for the upcoming academic
year (2001-2002) and determine funding amounts. Three.
at-large student positions are open. If you are interested in
serving on the 9001 SOBC, please submit a statement of
interest and resume not to exceed one page length to
Carolyn Smith, in the

Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs and Enrollment Services, 360 University Hall

bu 5:00 PM, Friday,

January 12, 2001. Questions also may be addressed to

Carolyn Smith by phone at 775-4000, or by e-mail, at
corolun.smith@uuright.edu
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I {culture} I On the menu: local hot spots with tasty cuisine
By Shaun Tubbs
Staff Writer

Panera Bread

2751

Fairfield
Commons
Beavercreek

(937) 426-3900
I

"Now this place is

cool!" That is what people

are saying about the
newest restaurant to hit
North Fairfield Road's
restaurant row.
Panera offers an open
and inviting cafe atmosphere with high quality
food that is freshly

cooked and very intriguing. Some of their most
popular dishes include

Hot Panini sandwiches, in
particular the Frontega
Chicken, a smoked
chicken of white meat
topped with red onions,
mozzarella cheese,
tomatoes, fresh chopped
basil and Chipotle mayon-

solid collection of I-Zu's

An old favorite not to
be forgotten. Many visit
the popular Mexican style
restaurant and already
know that Don Pablo's
offers a good deal.
One of the most
reasonably priced large
scale restaurants around,
this brightly hued poblano
palace dishes flautas,
burritos and steaming
combination platters
served by an energetic
staff that can take your
order, prepare your food
and extract your life story
in less than three minutes.
Try the Fiesta de Mil
Sabores appetizer plate, El
Matador combo with chili
mashers and a Chocolate
Volcano for dessert.

raw and cooked morsels.

The restaurant's
sushi is about as good as

you will find in Ohio=
fresh, flavorful and with
enough wasabi on the

side to give you a good
sinus burn.

First Watch

2614-A Colonel

t,

sr:
CIJ

Glenn Hwy
Fairborn

~
L

(937) 431-9150

s

•s
CIJ
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Q
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Students and
faculty enjoy a
wide variety of
fresh fruits,
vegetables,
meats and grains
at First Watch,
across from the
Wright State
campus.
The cafe
atmosphere
allows individuals
to relax before
class or work.

naise.

Their cuisine may
cost more than a burger
and fries, but for about
five bucks you may get
more food than you can
eat at Panera Bread, the
newest hot spot in
Dayton.

Don Pablo's
2 7 4 5 Fairfi e Id
Commons
Beavercreek
(93 7) 320-1777

l-Zu Japanese

Restaurant
5252 N Dixie Dr.
Dayton

(937) 277-9596

Tempura difficulties? Thispopular
restaurant packs them
in nightly with conventional
Japanese dinners
l
of steak, chicken and

seafood.
And there is a
pretty wild yosenabe

soup chockfull of fish

worth dishing into.

Many sushi-heads
converge here for a

·· •·

Breakfast is back in a
big way. Imagine this: a
restaurant which serves
the best breakfast food
around, not to mention an
excellent brunch and
lunch menu, while providing excellent service and
food at a price that will
not require a post meal
trip to the financial aid
office.
If this sounds too
good to be true, call First
Watch a dream come true.
Boasting one of the
healthiest menus in the
area, First Watch offers
fresh fruits, meats and
grains that appeal to both
health watchers and
hungry college students.
Located right across
the street from Wright
State, it is no wonder that
First Watch's reasonable
prices and large portions
attract a lot of university
residents.

to..a®/'Fgjp Lady' to bloom at Victoria Theatre
Florence'.
.
lady. In time Higgins grows
"With A Little Bit of Luck,"
This year also marks the
For more information

By Russell
Staff Writer

All Eliza Doolittle wanted
was a room somewhere, but
she will have to settle for the
stage of the Victoria Theatre
as the Muse Machine presents
their seventeenth annual
musical, "My Fair Lady,"
starting January 11.
Written in 1956, "My Fair
Lady" revolves around Eliza
Doolittle, a cockney flower
girl who agrees to take
lessons from phonetician
Henry Higgins in order to
achieve her goal of working in
a flower shop. Under the
tutelage of Higgins, Eliza
blossoms into a respectable

accustomed to her face and
eventually finds himself
falling in love with her.
Benjamin Magnuson, a
senior from Kettering
Fairmont High School and
Rachel Tipps, a homeschooled senior from
Beavercreek and daughter of
WSU Music Professor Dr.
James Tipps, will play Higgins
and Eliza respectively.
"My Fair Lady" was
written by Alan Jay Lerner
and Frederick Loewe

("Brigadoon," "Camelot").

Their tuneful score is full of
legendary showstoppers such
as "Wouldn't It Be Loverly?,"

"The Rain in Spain," "I Could
Have Danced All Night" and
"Get Me To The Church On
Time."
The Muse Machine is a
nationally recognized arts
education organization with
programs for young people
and teachers in the Miami
Valley. The organization's
enhances the lives of young
people by providing them
with opportunities to experience and value the arts. This
year, over 100 students from
2 9 schools across the area are
participating as cast, orchestra and crew in "My Fair

Lady."

tenth anniversary of the
direction team for the Muse
Machine musical. New York
professionals Nat Horne and
David Dusing are returning to
direct and choreograph the
annual musical.
"My Fair Lady" will be
held at the Victoria Theatre at
8 p.m. on Jan. 11, 12 and 13
and at 7 p.m. on Jan. 14.
Matinees will be held on Jan.
13 at 3 p.m. and Jan. 14 at 2

p.m.

Ticket prices are $14 and
$18 for general admission,
$10 for non-Muse Machine
students and $8 for Muse
Machine students.

contact Douglas Merk at the
Muse Machine at (937) 2226873 ext. 17.

\ My Fair Lady"
at Victoria Theatre
Jan.
Call

11 14

(937) 222-6873
for tickets
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Rod

''The Story Changes
Every Day"
[Glue

Factory Records]

By Shaun Tubbs
Staff Writer

Blending spiritual elements of pop, thrash metal
and alternative sounds,

Dayton-based pop-punk band

Rod recently released their
newest album, "The Story
Changes Every Day."

Complete with cool and
clever rock songs, the result
is Rod's refreshing mixture of
musical styles emerging as
a punk rock disposition with
a little something extra.

Though "The Story Changes
Every Day" has few really

grabbing songs and does
not contain a definite sound
setting the band apart from
other groups, Rod's professional musical skills shine
through the album.
Comprised of guitarist
and vocalist Mark McMillon,
bassist and backing vocalist
Edward Butler and percussionist Kevin Priest, Rod is
enjoying their musical
success, which began five
years ago with the formation
of the band.

[{rne ars}]

Described as "very
energetic modern rock" by
McMillon, the band prefers
live performances over
recorded ones. "I {am] really
excited to play in front of a

'Crimes of

the Heart'

screaming crowd," said
McMillon. "It brings out the

live energy."
Rod is currently on the
road promoting their new
album. Although the band
members are consummate
road warriors, you would be
hard-pressed to find anyone
with more hometown pride.
"Dayton, Ohio, is awesome," McMillon said. "It is
really kind of muddy and
dirty, but it's a nonstop
party."
Rod will perform at the
Tumbleweed Connection in
Dayton's Oregon District on
Jan. 20, at 9:30 p.m. For band
news and upcoming concerts,
visit http://come.to/rodband
or contact
lennyrod@hotmail.com.

By Shaun Tubbs
Staff Writer

Hootie compiles great cuts
1996 MTV Unplugged concert, the catchy "Araby," the

By Russell Florence
Staff Writer

Hootie & the Blowfish's

latest album, "Scattered,
Smothered and Covered,"

The final track on the
album, "Use Me," is extraordinary with Edwin McCain
aiding the band as the
listener falls instantly into its
groove.
It is also important to
note that fans of the band
were the ones asked to vote
on which songs should be
used on the album and what
artwork should adorn the CD.

Covered" include the

Smothered and Covered" is a
fitting compilation of tunes

honest and lyrical "I Hope
that I Don't Fall In Love

last December

With You," taken from the
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sung by one of the best bands
of our time.
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Rolls In" and the heartfelt
pensiveness of "Renaissance
Eyes."

serves a delectable array of
fifteen unique tracks.
On the album, the
group opens the vaults of
their archives to offer their
listeners a collection of live
and studio cover versions.
A lot of the songs from
the group's favorite artists
and performers, such as
R.E.M. and Bill Withers, are
featured on the album.
Highlights from the

"Scattered, Smothered and

Mark McMillon at Twisters

moving "Before the Heartache

Thursday
Ni.ghts!
9

pm- 12 am

Beth Henley's Pulitzer
Prize-winning comedy,
"Crimes of the

Heart," is

preparing its stage debut at
Wright State University.
The play is a comedic
masterpiece. It is set in
Hazlehurst, Mississippi,
where three sisters have
gathered to await news of
their grandfather, now that
their mother has hung herself
in the basement (along with
her cat), because "she had a
bad day. A real bad day."
Lenny, the oldest sister, is
celebrating her thirtieth
birthday, having learned that
her pet horse, Billy Boy, was
struck dead by lightning.

Babe Botrelle, the young-

est sister, has just shot her
"big-wig politico husband" in
the stomach because she
says, "I just didn't like his
stinking looks."
When "Crimes of the
Heart" first opened in New
York in 1981, it was universally praised in the press,
winning the New York Drama
Critics Circle Award. It was
heralded for its "heart, with
and a surprisingly zany
passion that must carry all
before it," in the New York
Post.
The cast features Molly Jo
Head as Lenny MaGrath, Erica
Noschang as Chick Boyle,
Matt Beisner as Doc Porter,
Courtney Holland as Meg
MaGrath, Caroline Macey as

Babe Botrelle and Dustin

NEED MOTORIST ASSISTANCE?

Rettemund as Barnette Lloyd.

BATTERY JUMP

Men," "Harlem Renaissance"

AIR FOR A FLAT TIRE
A GALLON OF GAS, IF YOU RUN OUT
ON A CAMPUS ROADWAY
CALL PARKING AND TRANSPORTATION
AT 775-2528

BETWEEN 8PM AND 1 0PM MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY
CALL231-7114

The production is di-

rected by Sandra Crews, who
staged WSU's well-received
production of "A Few Good
and "The Diary of Anne
Frank."

Sets were designed by
Marni Woloszyn, costumes by
Laine Marr, lighting by Lyn
Palmer, sound by Adam
Purath and properties by
John Lavarnway.
Performances will take
place on Jan. 18 through Jan.
20 at 8 p.m., Jan. 21 at 3 p.m.,
Jan. 24 at 7 p.m., Jan. 2 5

through 27 at 8 p.m., Jan. 27

and Jan. 28 at 3 p.m. in WSU's
Festival Playhouse.

Tickets are $14 and $16.

For more information,
contact the box office at (93 7)

775-2500.

{gig'ersonalexpressions in art I[pngcent
pop
fest
{
}
Wednesday, Jan. 1

medium because lt
"Personal Expressions," an is simple, direct
exhibition of powerful, large- and mexpensive.

scale woodcut prints and
drawings by Thorn Shaw, is
on display at the Dayton·
Visual Arts Center (DVAC).
Cincinnati native Shaw
produces strong, direct
woodcut prints that confront
the viewer with images of
racism and social reality.
Calling upon his personal
experiences, he explores
issues that affect African
American life and culture.
His "Malcolm X Paradox"
series was inspired by over
150 interviews he conducted
with gang members of
various races, genders and
creeds.
The "Self-Portrait" series
grew out of Shaw's experience
living through serious heart
surgery and the feeling that
he had been given a second
chance.
A graduate of both the
Art Academy of Cincinnati
and Cranbrook Academy in
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan,
Shaw prefers the woodcut

Shaw expresses a great
admiration for
Japanese
printmakers and
discovered that he
shares their
devotion to the
black and white
woodcut while
studying
printmaking in
Kyoto.
The "Personal

By Russell Florence

Staff Writer

Expressions"

exhibition runs
through Feb. 9, at
the DVAC, 40 West
Fourth Street.
Gallery hours
are Monday
through Friday
from 1 O a.m. until
4 p.m. and on
Saturday from 1
p.m. until 4 p.m.
For more
•-••
information, call

•••
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Pop tunesmith Diane

·

Warren ("I Don't Wanna Miss
A

Thing, ""Because You Loved

Me")wrote two songs on the

I

"can-do" attitude to Camp Challenge. Where
you'll get paid to learn how to become a leader and acquire
skills that'll help you meet the challenges you'll face in your

career. Apply today at

the Army ROTC department, with no
Before that voice tel Is you to take a vacation.

!-}nlike any other college course you can

Visit Room 328, Fawcett Hall, or
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album, but her selections are
With the release of "So
surprisingly sub-par.
Together," the debut album
Although Innosense
by new teen musical group
strays from the path with
Innosense, bubblegum pop is
"Rain, Rain" and their ode to
alive and well.
the Internet, entitled
Comprised of five women "www.fan-ta-see," "Say No
who each have a connection
More," "Ride" and "A Real
with Christina Aguiliera, or
Good Man" are all heavily
Britney Spears, Innosense
radio-friendly.
offers listeners nothing new.
One song, "Beep Beep,"
By sticking with
seems faintly reminiscent of
hummable tunes with absoAll Saints' smash hit "Never
lutely no substance,
Ever," but that could just be a
Innosense unabashedly
coincidence.
proves that girls just want to
Created by the
have fun.
indominable Lou Perlman, the
And having a cute boymastermind behind the
friend wouldn't hurt either.
Backstreet Boys and the
Specifically targeted to
newly created O-Town,
your average middle school
Innosense is the latest group
aged girl, each of Innosense's
of five women trying to break
twelve tracks· deals with
out and become the next
themes of first love, the loss
Dream or Destiny's Child.
of a boyfriend or the desire to
If only they had the talent
be with that one special guy.
to do so.
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Area arts events

)

Jan. 8- Feb. 9

Dayton Visual Arts

Center (DVAC)

40 West Fourth Street
Dayton

(937) 224-3822
"Personal Expressions," an

exhibition of woodcut

prints and drawings by
Cincinnati's Thom Shaw,
confronts the viewer with

social issues and images
of African American life

and culture.

Hara Arena

1001 Shiloh Springs Rd.

Dayton (937) 278-4776
Tuesday, Jan. 23: Green
Day performs.

Nutter Center
Sunday, Feb. 11 :

Barenaked Ladies

form.

Bogart's (Cincinnati):

Insane Clown Posse
performs.

Rathskeller in WSU Stu-

dent Union: Ripple performs at 8 p.m.
Twisters

456 Belmonte Park North

(937) 299-2202:

Dayton

(937) 223-5277.:

"Out of Africa": Sub-

per-

Wednesday, Jan. 10:

Through March 4
Dayton Art Institute

2049 East Dorothy Lane
Kettering

Open Mic Night. 9 p.m.

Free admission and free
pool until 11 p.m.

Saharan traditional arts on
view.
Admission: $5 for adults;
$3 for seniors and students 1 2 and over.

The Knights

Through

with Strangers as Heroes,

March 17:

Dayton Art Institute
Regional Artists' Gallery:
Exhibition featuring large
still-life paintings by Anita
Tresslar of Tipp City.
Admission is free.

Tickets on sale:

Bogart's
2621 Vine Street
Cincinnati
(51 3) 281-8400
Tuesday,
performs.

Jan. 30: Everlast

Wednesday, Feb. 14: Face
to Face performs.

By Shaun Tubbs
Staff Writer
"Quills" is a film full of
wit, style, top-notch acting
and the many shades of gray
that director Philip Kaufman
brings to his subject matter.
Beneath the rollicking
performances and passionate
execution is yet another tale
of the abused, misunderstood
outsider being assailed by the
heartless tormentor.
If only Kaufman could
have taken a few liberties
with playwright Doug
Wright's lovable libertine, the
Marquis de Sade, played by
Geoffrey Rush. Perhaps he
could have spoken to Rush
about toning down the
dissolute dandy's cuddliness
and to Michael Caine (as truly
sadistic alienist Dr. Royer
Collard) about employing at
least half an ounce of human-

apply a firmer hand.
It is odd that such a story
of depravity and martyrdom
is painted almost entirely in
thick strokes of black and
white, without even the
slightest flush of ambivalence. You know the drill:

religion and authority bad,
sex and wankery good, and

on and on.
Technically, "Quills" is an
impressive piece of work, but,
in Kaufman's hands, the foul
marquis becomes as trite as a
wild horse in a teenage girl's
sketchbook: noble, glorious
and incapable of unpleasantness.

The film's action centers
upon the Charenton Asylum
in the years immediately after
the Reign of Terror, following
the marquis's lifelong persecution for such trifles as rape
and murder.
A hot-blooded chamber-

of Columbus

Burkhardt Rd. in Dayton:

Phylum ldiota performs

'Pretty Horses' trots at slow pace

Keaton, Just for Kids,
Breaking Pangaea, I Cried
this Night and the Mesh
Back Hats at 7 p.m.

By Russell Florence
Staff Writer

Saturday, Jan. 13:

Dr. Dave's Avenue Lounge
41 55 Salem Ave. Dayton:
Red Earth performs.

Send arts and
entertainment events
information one week in
advance.

In a band? Tell us all
about it at

fore, Royer Collard is dispatched to Charenton to

ity.

Friday, Jan. 12:

Hall (KofC)

maid named Madeleine,
played by Kate Winslet,
shares a mutual fancy with
the marquis and, possessing a
key to his ominous door,
takes to smuggling out his
stories along with the dirty
linen.
While the benevolent
young abbe, Simonet de
Coulmier, played by Joaquin
Phoenix, runs his asylum with
compassionate attention to
the special needs of his
charges (particularly the
marquis), his sexual denial
and countless responsibilities
keep him from noticing that
his establishment is groundzero for the pornographic bee
in Napoleon's tricorn. There-

Despite a strong cast and

sumptuous visuals, "All the

Pretty Horses" is an uneven
melodramatic soap opera
disguising itself as a western
film.
The gist of the soap opera
element goes something like

this: boy meets girl, girl likes

boy, boy and girl kiss in an

outdoor swimming pool, girl's

guardianscene@net scape.net.

father throws the boy in jail,

boy is eventually released and

returns for the girl.
Set in 1949, the film stars
Matt Damon as a young
drifter named John Grady
Cole who sets out on a new
life following the death of his
grandfather. As Cole ventures
south, his best friend Lacey
Rawlings, played by Henry
Thomas, and a 13-year-old
runaway named Jimmy
Blevins, played by scenestealer Lucas Black, accompany him to Mexico.
Cole becomes a rancher
in Mexico and falls in love

Who WI Be
The Wright state

Jaret Of The Year?

Want to say thanks to those who raised you and now support you in your quest for
higher education? Nominate them for the

WRIGHT 5TA4T£ UNIVERSITY PARENT OF THE YEAR AWARD!

The process is simple, just fill out the enclosed form and tell us in 500 words or less
why your loved ones deserve this prestigious honor. A selection committee will
screen essays and all nominations will receive a certificate of recognition. Award
recipients will be honored during the Parent's Weekend Brunch on Sunday
January 28, 2001.

Nominations are due by Jan. 19, 2001.
Essays should be returned to The Office of Student Life
w036 Student Union
Call Naima at 5572 with Questions

with the owner's daughter,
Alejandra, played by Penelope
Cruz. Cruz displays an
emotional depth that her
counterpart Salma Hayek
probably never could attain.
Damon is adequate in the
lead role, but his killer smile
only gets him so far due to
the lackluster dialogue he
recites.
Director Billy Bob

Thornton ("Sling Blade")

shows a hint of visual flair by
taking full advantage of the
lush Texan and Mexican

landscapes. He also uses

intricate, almost claustrophobic close-ups and an appropriate use of fade-to-black.

"All the Pretty Horses"
would have been a better film
if the screenwriter trimmed
the use of subtitles and cut
out some of the slow moving
subplots. The film also
suffers due to its attempt at
being a romantic saga, an oldfashioned buddy movie and a
prison drama all at the same
time.
With echoes of "A Walk in
the Clouds" and to some
extent "The Shawshank

Redemption," "All The Pretty

Horses" may have its share of
pretty actors, pretty scenery,
pretty costumes and, yes,
pretty horses, but with an
unbalanced screenplay it is
unfortunately a pretty big
mess.
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The debate rages:

should scientists experi-

ment on animals to save
human lives?
Most of us think of the
debate in its extremes-the

radical animal-rights
activists of the '80s spray
painting fur coats with

bright red streaks, or mad

scientists torturing innocent furry creatures with

prodding instruments and
burning chemicals.
Those who oppose
animal testing argue that it
is unnecessary and cruel,
and cite these arguments:
Animals and humans

are physiologically differ-

ent and can't be compared.
Animals have rights
similar to those of humans,
and that subjecting them
to synthesized chemicals,
injury and human diseases
is unnatural.

Scientists and research-

ers argue that animal

experimentation is necessary-to find out how a
drug will affect a living

being, it needs to be tested
on a living being. Support-

ers of animal research say
that animals are similar
enough to humans to
predict how a chemical or

treatment will affect

humans. We have animal

experimentation to thank

for the rabies and polio
vaccines: Louis Pasteur and

Jonas Salk used rabbits,
rats, mice and monkeys to
develop their vaccines.
In 1997 the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)
reported that more than
1.3 million animalsexcluding rats and mice-

were used in research

experiments. The animals
are used for innumerable
tests: some are used in the
search for cures to terminal illnesses like cancer
and AIDS, others are used
to test cosmetics and
chemicals in products for
human use and consumption.
The use of animals in
research, however, has
dropped 50% over the last
decade because of the use
of alternatives to animals,
such as using synthetic
skin.
In the end, the argu-

ment over animal experi-

mentation becomes a moral
and ethical debate that
boils down to one question:
Should animals be subjected to sickness, suffering and death for our

benefit?

How do we really
feel about
experimentation?
When are experiments
on animals okay?
A poll published
in the British
journal New
Scientist in 1999

showed that

our attitudes
towards animal
experimentation

vary, depending

on the potential
human benefit,
the species used
and the degree of
pain suffered.

In a sample of 2009

people, 64% disagreed with
animal experiments in
general, and 24% supported
them.
But when told that
experiments would be used
to study life threatening
diseases, the percentages
changed: the number of

people disagreeing de-

creased to 41%, while those
in favor increased to 4 5%.
The poll showed that
people carefully weigh the
costs and benefits of
specific experiments before
deciding whether they are
right or wrong.
For example, when
experiments may result in
the deaths of mice, only
13% of the respondents
would approve if those
experiments were for
testing cosmetics.

But when the experi-

ment was to test a new
drug for curing luekemia in
children, an overwhelming
69% of those surveyed said
that mice deaths would be
an acceptable loss.
Women disagree with
animal experimentation
(71%) more than men (57%),
and people are less likely
to support experiments on
monkeys than than experiments on mice, according
the poll results.

Experimentation at
Wright State

Wright State University

has a Laboratory Animal
Care and Use Commmittee
(LACUC) that approves the
protocols of potential
experiments involving
animals.
Wright State is required to
have such a committee
under the federal Animal

Welfare Act. Its purpose is
to evaluate the care, treatment, housing and use of
animals, and for ensuring
that Wright State's laboratories are in compliance
with federal law.
The LACUC must
submit periodic reports on
its activities and conduct to
the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, which oversees
the Animal Welfare Act.
Investigators (scientists

conducting the experi-

ments) must follow strict
procedures when they use
animals:
• Pain and distress must
be minimized.
• Investigators must consider alternatives to
procedures that cause
pain, and must provide
justifiction as to why
animals must be used.
• Experiments on animals
cannot unnecessarily
duplicate previous
experiments.
• Animals that

will exper-

ence severe or chronic
pain that cannot be
relieved must
euthanized as soon as
possible.

• When animals may exper
ence more than momen
tary pain or distress,
they must be given painrelieving drugs.
• When animals

will experi

ence paralysis, they

must be given anesthesia.
The Animal Welfare Act
also sets forth specific
requirements on how
animals are housed, how
often they must be fed and
exercised, and on living

conditions. Laboratories
are subject to inspections
at any time. The LACUC
must investigate any
complaints from personnel
or the public about the care
and use of the animals.
Wright State has come
under fire from local
animal rights advocates in
recent years for alleged
abuse and cruelty in its
laboratories.
The People/ Animals
Network, affiliated with
People for the Ethical
Treatment of Animals,
converged on Wright
State's campus last April
during World Week for Lab
Animals "to let the public
know that Wright State is
abusing animals in the
name of science," said
Becky Schindler, PAN
president, during a
candleight vigil in April.
The LACUC maintains

that it works in an open

atmosphere, and the public
may tour animal laboratories and attend committee
meetings to express any
concerns.
For more information
on the Animal Welfare Act
and federal policies, visit
the USDA Anim al and
Plant Health Inspection
Service website at:
www.aphis.usda. gov.
For more information on
Wright State's LACUC, call
the Office of Research and

Sponsored Programs 7752425.
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Old
coats
bring
warmth
and
hope
St. Vincent's Hotel offers assistance to those in need
Commentary
by
Don Bruce

Letters to the Editor
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"The great students."
Dr. Dan Abrahamowicz

Did you find all the
bargains this winter?
Have you stocked up on
winter essentialsscarves, thick socks,
toboggans, thermal
underwear? Are you set
for the new fashions?
If you have, or if you
are still using winter gear
you've had for years,
then you are better off
than many members of
our community.
Homeless and needy
people throughout the
Dayton area spend their
days and nights fighting
off the chill wind and
biting cold of Ohio's
winter, without the
benefit of warm clothing.
Do you have old
coats, hats, thermals,
anything that you never
wear, or wouldn't be

caught dead in anymore?
Well, if you do, the needy
people of Dayton would love
to have any coat or winter
clothing, regardless of
fashion, that would help stave
off the frigid temperatures of
our lonely streets.
St. Vincent's Hotel, at 212

West 5 Street, is an organization that has been taking
care of Dayton's less fortu-

nate 24-hours-a-day since

Dec. 15, 1985.
St. Vincent's collects all
sorts of winter garb for
distribution to the area
needy. They provide coats
daily, and on Tuesdays those
in need can get two sets of
clothing and a pair of shoes.
Clothing isn't the Hotel's
only commodity, however. St.
Vincent's also provides
sleeping space to single men
and women, as well as,
women with children. According to Sister Marie Karen of
St. Vincent's, the Hotel
provides shelter for 60 people
a night on average.
When capacity is reached,
St. Vincent's is still able to
offer latecomers a warm
place to sleep by converting

the 2¢ floor of the Demo-

cratic headquarters in Dayton
into temporary lodging.
Beyond shelter and
clothing, the people of St.
Vincent's Hotel provide
consoling and support
programs to help those who
have fallen pick themselves
back up.

When a "guest" is admit-

ted to the Hotel, he or she is
allowed to lodge for 14 days.
At the end of two weeks, if
the guest is willing to work
with a case manager, he is
moved to supportive housing
where he can live for up to
two years time or until he can
afford his own housing.
The Hotel has 2 2 units
for families and is affiliated
with the DePaul Center for
Men, which houses single
men fighting addictions and
provides consoling and
schooling to help rebuild
what drugs have destroyed.
Writing this commentary,

I am warm and toasty, my

kitten is in my lap purring
and soft music plays in the
background. I look out my
window to see snow, ice, the
gray, dreary landscape of

southwestern Ohio. I shudder
to think of anyone unfortunate enough to be sleeping
cold and lonely on forgotten
sidewalks with no one to care.
We who are fortunate
enough to never need think
of our daily sustenance share

an obligation to care for

those who must daily con-

front the harsh realities of

our city streets.
Remember, homeless
people are people, just like
you and I. They are not a
Hollywood stereotype, they

are children, fathers, mothers, grandmothers. Some have

chosen their lives and some
have meet misfortune and
there but for the grace of God
go all of us.
Warm your spirit this
winter; donate your spare
belongings, your spare time,
to those in need.
St. Vincent's Hotel is
always looking for a few good
men or women to help fight
despair and bring hope to
those with none. Make a
difference this year: VOLUNTEER.

Contact St. Vincent's
Hotel at 461-7837.
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"Difference"
oppression
America languishes in the "ism" prison

Do you have something

Commentary by
Dennis Given

to say? Everyday I walk

around campus, and I hear
people complaining about
stuff on campus: parking, the

English, Graduate Student

talking t

your head ·
your voice h
and sound y
courts.
People go off about
"Yawp."Let
everything here. I mean it can you care abo
T
be the littlest thing, but if it
pisses someone off you hear that y
about it in the halls. But does 500 wo
you incluac
anyone write the editorial

residence halls, the food

staff about their pet peeves?

Hell no!!

plaints? It's been two weeks
since Christmas and no one
is writing.
We're getting a little
disturbed. Have you all died?
Have you all decided to just
agree with whatever the
ruling class decides to throw
your away? Aren't any of you
angry?

Well, if you're not, if

there's nothing that is really
disturbing you, is there
anything you like? Does
someone on campus

and year ins

Other th

So what's the deal kids?

Why don't you want to pass
on your gripes and com-

phone numb
game. Say w
how you w

do maintain t
we do not allow sla
or libelous comment.s,
means you can't write ar
say that Prof.so-n-so is

for content

stupid pig.
You can tell us if you've

been treated misfairly, if you
have been treated kindly, if
you dislike a policy that has

been implemented or if you

with WSU's policy.
So don't just be another

agree

sheep; let your voice be

consistantly do an outstand- heard. Send your opinions to
ing job? Has someone went us at The Guardian, Wright
out of their way to help you? State University, WO16c
Student Union, Dayton, OH
Isthere an instructor that

0000,
baby.

made you want to learn a

We want it

Real bad..
C'mon...

BAD.

Give it to us!

(you're feedback, that is.)

email:

Guardian0pEd@netscape.net

The Guardian. Every Wednesday.

Teaching Assistant

. To oppress is to have
the power to unjustly place
a burden both psychologically and physically on an
individual or a group, to
require what you would
never require of yourself or
those like yourself, to not
treat equally -to push
around, to trip, to crush
under foot, and finally, to
cause to sink into a grave
of despair.
In effect, to deny the
right to life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness,
causing one famous American to cry out, "Give me
liberty, or give me death!"
The current explanations
for racism, sexism, homophobia, ageism, lookism, and
other terms coined to categorize and define the various
forms and degrees of oppression, appear to have lost their
effectiveness. In fact, society
as a whole has lost its interest, its concern, and therefore, its desire to end oppression.
The message that most
notably began in this country
via the work of Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr., spread like a
proverbial wildfire, igniting
the passions of an entire
generation because it struck a
responsive chord. It was a
message that evolved to meet
the needs of all minority
groups, and so it has become
commonplace in the American psyche.
We have not only heard
King's message ad infinitum,
but in our perception, ad
nauseum. The fact is, most of
us are bored with it. Thus, if
the message is to live again in
a new and powerful way, it
must continue to evolve. We
must re-think and restate
King's message to more
effectively meet our present
needs.
I believe the message of
Dr. King, of Gandhi, of Jesus
(that all men and women
should be treated equally,
judged not by outward
appearance or unfounded
assumptions but by the

content of their character), is
done a disservice when we
divide the concept of oppression into various forms and
degrees.
There are different forms
and degrees of oppression,
with some taking a greater
toll in people's lives, and
thus, deserving of more
attention. But, may I suggest
that America's understanding
of the nature of oppression
has been so watered down by
this division that she tends to
only recognize the most
obvious, enabling her to
overlook its enormity.
For the sake of all, we
need a new understanding, a
definition which will help us
to not only understand why
oppression takes place, but if
taken to heart, will bring to
fruition the maxim that
change will only take place
when all politics are personal.

Difratism, a term I
coined to address this
problem, can be defined as
=ar unconscious need to
deal with our discomfort
concerning individuals and
groups we tend to view
negatively and suspiciously
because they are different
and our perception of them
is inaccurate and incom-

Dr. plete.

It is a manifestation of
our fear of the unknown or
that which we do not
understand. It is an unconscious work done by our
psyche for the purpose of
protection. In essence, it is
an irrational defense
mechanism.

It is manifested consciously through discomfort, distrust, fear, dislike,
hatred, violence, discrimination and thoughts, words
and actions of prejudice. It
is based solely on fear and
ignorance and must be
overcome by love and
enlightenment.
The goal of this definition
is to change our focus from
what these oppressive
behaviors are to why they
occur, to focus on how they
are similar rather than how
they are different. For,
oppressive behaviors all share
the same root cause.
Until America finally
recognizes the similarities
and truly understands the
root cause of these behaviors,
seeing oppression as a
manifestation of human
nature and that which each
and everyone of us is not only
capable of but often guilty of,
then she will never end these
various forms and degrees of
oppression.
However, I am not naive
enough to believe this will
happen any time in the near
future.
Of course not, even the
oppressed manifest this same
behavior towards individuals
and groups they may not
typically think of as oppressed.
Yet, the reality is, there
are many individuals and
groups who experience
various forms and degrees of
oppression simply because
they are different.
For example, over-weight
people, "ugly" people, religious people, the uneducated,
the poor, the physically
challenged and the sick. Thus,
as a society, we must choose
to expand our awareness with
respect to what oppression is,
why it takes place, and the
various ways it is manifest.
We must choose to get
accurate and complete
information that we might
quell our fears and suspicions, nullifying the need for
this irrational defense mechanism, and thus, any conscious
choice to dislike, to hate, to
be violent towards, to be
prejudiced against, to discriminate against, and
,ultimately to oppress those
we deem different.

PA.RKING A.ND TRANSPORTATION
CAMPUS SHUTTLE

SCHEDULES 2000 -2001

ROUTE T
n

7:30
7:40
7:50

MON. - THURS. UNTIL 10:05PM / FRI. UNTIL 6:05PM

LOT20

8:00
8:10

8:20

8:30
8:40

8:50

9:00

9:10

9:20

9:30

9:40
9:50

10:00
10:10

10:20

10:30

10:40
10:50
11 :00
11 :10
11 :20

1 1:40

12:00

12:20
12:30

12:50
1:10

7:35

1:30

7:15

8:25
8:35
8:45

2:30
2:40

3:00

8:00

8:45
9:30

LANE

3:50

9:45

4:10

9:55

4:30
4 :50
5:10

5:30
5:50

7:50

8:10
8:30

8:50
9:10
9:30
9:50

10:20
11 :05

10:25
11 :10
11 :55
12:40
1:25

9:35

10:15
11 :00
11 :45
12:30

11 :50

12:35

1 :15
2:00

9:40

1:20
2:05

2:10

3:35

3:40

2:50

2:45

8:ss,

2:55

VILLAGE
7:30
8:15
9:00

9:45

10:30

11 :15
12:00

12:45

1:30

2:15

3:00
3:45

3:30
4:15
5:00

4:20

4 :25

4 :30

G:35

5:55

6:00

6:30

5:50

5:05

5:45

5:10

6:40

5:15

6:45

3:00
4:00

.

2:05

3:05

4:05

6:30
6:25
7:30
7:2S
8:25
8:30
DROP OFF ONLV

2:10

3:10

4:10

G:35
7:35
8:35

2:15
3: 15
4: 15

6:40
7:40

8:40

12:45

8:55

9:15
9:35
9:55

PINE HALL
7:35
8:20

9:05

1 :05
1 :25

1 0:35

MILLETT
HALL

7:40
8:25

2:20

3:05
3:50

le le 3fr / shlr

4:40
5:25

5:20
6:05
6:50

6:10

G:55

5:05
5:25

5:45
6:05
6:25

6G:45
7:05
7:25

7:45

8:05
B:25
B:45
9:05
9:25
9:45
10:05

Me' Mr le • ·we°
Ac oA air air fl l
ae ale' e air lr
ale 3le' e 3r' ale 3lr
iAc 3Ac' air a lei

ave Ar Ar r / lie

3:15

4:00

4:4 5
5:30
6:15

ac Ac ale ac le e

MCLIN
GVM
7:50

8:35

9:20
10:05
10:50

1 1:35

12:20
1 :05
1 :50
2:35
3:20
4:05
4:50
5:35
6:20
le Mr lr /Me lr e

SATURDAYS ONLY

WOODS
PINE HALL

2:20

3:20

MEIJER

2.25
3:25

4:20

4:25

6:45

6:50
7:50

7:45
8:45

kc 2Ac ile' ale ale oMe

10:40

3:55

4:35

le le le le e e

9:10

12:55
1:40
2:25
3:10

1:35

LOT 20

al air ace' ic' ale' 9lie

11 :25
12:10

11:20
12:05
12:50

4 :45

FRIDAY UNTIL 6:55 PM

9:55

9:50

ROUTE 3

HAMlLTON FOREST COLLEGE
HALL / SU
LANE
PARK
VILLAGE

2:00

8:15
8:35

vvoODS

4:25

4:05

11 :25
11 :35
11 :55
12:15
12:35

7:55

-

9:55

11 :15

7:15
7:35

MONDAY

3:256
3:45

10:55

G:55

12:55
1 :15

9:35

1 1:05

6:35

11 :25
11 :45
12:05
12:25
12:35

3:05

10:45

6:15

11 :05
11 :15

7:10
7:30

?AI

5:35
5:55

10:55

6:30
6:50

3:15

10:05
10:15
10:25
10:35

5:15

10:35
10:45

G:10

9:15

9:45

4:55

10:05
10:15
10:25

2:05
2:15
2:25
2:35

2:45
2:55

9:25

3:15
3:35
3:55
4:15
4:35

9:25
9:35

3:30

7:25
8:10

3:05

1 :45

1:55

8:55

:05

2:55

9:15

3:10

MCLIN GYM

8:45

2:45

8:55
9:05

2:50

7:20
8:05
8:50

2:05
2:15
2:25
2:35

8:15

2:20

7:45
7:55
8:05
8:15
8:25
8:35

1:45
1:55

8:05

2:10

ROUTE 2
LHALL / SL]

1:35

7:45
7:55

1:40
1:50
2:00

HAMILTON FOREST COLLEGE

MILL.EI I

9:00

EMERALD

LAKES

2:35

MALL

FOOD CI

2:50

3:50

3:35
4:35

4:50

7:00
8:00
9:15

7:15
8:15
9:30

-- NO PICKUPS FOR THESE RUNS

SHUTTLES RUN ONLY VVHILE CLASSES ARE IN SESSION AND DURING FINALS WEEK.
NO SHUTTLE DURING BREAKS OR UNIVERSITY-OBSERVED HOLIDAYS.
ALL SHUTTLES ARE WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE.
NO CHARGE FOR ROUTES 1 OR 2.
$1 CHARGE EACH VVAY FOR ROUTE 3 (EXACT CHANGE PLEASE).
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WSU, 2-0 Melson's buzzer beater equals win
Commentary by
Tony Arnold
Staff Writer

The Raiders are getting
the hang of winning confer-

ence games in this last-

second shot thing.
Ironically, both buzzer
beaters have come in Midwestern Collegiate Conference play and as a result, the
Raiders find themselves coleaders in the standings.

The 2-0 conference

record marks the best start
for the Raider basketball
team since joining the MCC in

1994-1995 campaign.

First it was Tyson Freeman dialing in from long

distance, with the clock

winding down as WSU erased
a 17-point deficit to pick up
their first MCC victory in
Green Bay back on Dec. 11.
This time, is was MCC
Player of the Year candidate
driving baseline and pulling
up in heavy traffic to knock
down a 12-footer. The victory
was perhaps the biggest sign
that the Raiders are in fact
going to compete for the
championship this year.
What else could Melson's'
jumper have meant? As the
orange-dimpled Nike basketball hit the bottom of the net
and the Raiders claimed the
victory, it made quite a
statement.
As part of the student
section raced to center court,
you could see that this is not
the same team the Bulldogs
used as a punching bag last
season in a pair of 24 point
routs.
At the post game press
conference, you could clearly
see that Schilling's confidence
in his troops and with good
reason following the victory.
The WSU boss talked about
future goals optimistically.
And why not? The
Raiders just knocked off the
team that was favored to win
the conference again. A team
that probably has frequent
flyer miles just from their
trips to the NCAA Tournament over the years.
Things don't get much
easier for WSU as a couple of
teams expected to challenge
for the Championship come
to town. Detriot is here
Thursday and CSU Saturday.
Let's hope the Raiders can

continue to play well.

By Tony Arnold
Staff Writer

league, if not the best," said
Schilling.

There are many ways to
stop a losing streak, but
perhaps this was the most

Vernard Hollins saw to it that
the Raiders would not duplicate their performance against
Butler last year with two loses.

gratifying.

Kevin Melson knocked
home a 12-foot baseline

jumper with just over one

second remaining improving
the Raiders to 2-0 in the

Midwestern Collegiate Confer-

ence and 10-4 overall on the
season. The 62-61 victory over
Butler ended Wright State's
three game losing streak. The
victory also marked the
second victory in nine tries for
head coach Ed Schilling
against the Bulldogs.
"Everyone did a great job
to give us a chance to win it

down the stretch," said

Melson. "It's very satisfying
because it came against
Butler."
Despite the fact that
Melson was limited to just

four points prior to the buzzer

beater, Schilling knew the
senior was the one to go to.
"That's what we wanted. I
believe in Kevin Melson. He's
one of the best players in the

Sophomore playmaker

WSU jumped out to a 13-0

lead, with Hollins scoring 11
in the opening run. The point
guard went on to finish with a
team-high 19 points on 8-ofl O shooting from the field.
"He really hit some big
shots for us tonight," said
Schilling. "He certainly came
out ready to play."
As the game played on, it
turned out to be a game of
spurts, with one team catching
fire to take the lead only to
have the other team come
surging back. Following the

opening 13-0 run by the

Raiders, the Bulldogs clawed
and scrapped their way back
and lead 34-30 at the half.
Following intermission,
WSU clamped down defensively and tuned up their
offense in going on a 14-0
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spurt regaining the lead, 4434. The crowd of 5,005 saw

Sophomore Vernard Hollins used his quickness and
height to score over Brandon Miller (4) of Butler. Hollins
finished with 19 points on 8-0f-10 shooting.

See "Raiders" p. 16

Raiders drop another contest on the road
r:
~

play in Thursday's game.
"Amber is going to have a
child," said Fitch.
"It was sad at first
because this ended my
career," said Williams. "Then
I realized, it is a blessing. The

does things for a reason
o Lord
and that keeps me going. I
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Senior Amber Williams drives to the basket in recent action.
By Jason Seaman
Sports Editor

The Wright State
women's basketball team (310) finished their nonconference schedule last
Thursday on the road as they
fell to the Morehead State

Eagles (4-7), 71-56.

The Raiders kept the
contest close as they only
trailed 29-28 at the half and
shot 42 percent from the

floor.
"We played competitive
in the first half," said head
coach Lisa Fitch. "We started
small with no true post
player, and the bench did not
help out. Our first five or six
played well though. Our
rotation is affected with the
loss of Amber (Williams)."
Senior Amber Williams
has left the team due to a

pregnancy and was unable to

am sad that I will not be able
to help my teammates out."
WSU came out in the
second half and shot a
dismal 29 percent from the
field, while the Eagles shot a
sizzling 63 percent. MSU won
the rebounding war, 34-29,
had eight steals compared to
the Raider's two and had 15
assists to WSU's seven.
"We had (Iesha) Gray and
(Reggen) Stewart defend the
post, but they got into foul
trouble. We only had two
points off the bench and that
hurt us," added Fitch.
Senior Chanda
Hollingsworth led the Raider
attack with 19 points, including five three-point bombs
and three assists.
Stewart chipped in 18
points and seven rebounds.
"Mandy Jelinek played

really well (seven points, one
turnover in 29 minutes) and
Chanda was solid," said Fitch.
The Raiders plan to
practice on their defense
before their "second season"
starts this week.
"A lot of (MCC) schools
have had their ups and
downs. Green Bay beat
Wisconsin the other night,
but I am sure there are teams
that beat them that they were
not expecting to. It is a tossup. The number two-preseason choice is in dead last.
It will be an interesting year,"
added Fitch.
Wright State starts

Midwestern Collegiate

Conference play Thursday
against the University of

Illinois-Chicago.

The green and gold
continue their four-game
road trip against Loyola on
Sunday.
"I feel we play better
away from home. You have to
get wins when you can get
them. No matter where we
play, we have to come ready
to play," said Fitch.

wsu eager to return to pool
16 The Guardian Wednesday, Jan. 10, 2000

By

Justin Ross

Staff Writer

The Wright State swim

teams are just five weeks away

from the MCC meet on Feb.

21-24 in Brown Deer, WI

Right now, the Raiders
appear to be in prime position
to take the top honors, but for
the mean time they will be

turning their sights at Western

Kentucky and Xavier for the
week.
"I know that they (Western
Kentucky) do have some good
swimmers and that should
make for a good meet," said
junior Drew Fiden. "Last year
they beat us pretty good. This
year it is in their pool, but we
are looking a lot stronger this
year."
Fiden is making a modest
statement considering that
WSU have already toppled last
years MCC Champion Wisconsin-Milwaukee and are ranked
in the top three for 18 of the
22 events in the MCC. Fiden
himself is ranked first in the
MCC for both the 100 and

200-meter breaststroke.

junior Carl Thompson, with
his number one times in the
50 and 100-meter freestyle
and second place seeding in
the 200-meter freestyle by less
than two-tenths of a second.
Juniors Trevor Downing
and Warrick Mann lead the
teams in the dives by compiling a one-and-two finish in
both the one-meter dive and
the three-meter dive (11 dives)
and are accompanied in the
one meter dive by sophomore
Brett Duell, who is ranked
third behind his two junior
teammates.
The Raider men are
ranked in the top three-of-four
of the five relays held, including a number one ranking in
the 200 and 400-medley relay.
"I think it (the MCC
Championship) is going to be
between us and Milwaukee.
Last year it came down to us
and so far things look pretty
good in our favor. We have a
lot of the top times in the
conference, and we haven't
even shaved for the meet yet,
while everyone else has,"
according to Fiden.
The women's side of the

pool looks good for WSU as
well, as the young team has
swimmers in the top three of
13 of the 2 2 events. Five of the
eight women that are ranked
in the top three for the
Raiders are freshmen.
Senior captain Chasi Riley
is ranked first in the 200individual meter, second in
the 100 butterfly, second in
the 200 backstroke and third
in the 100 breaststroke to lead
the Raiders in competition.
Freshman sensation Julie
Coghlan is ranked first in the

500 and 1,000-meter freestyle.

The women's team has the
top relay team in both the 400
and 200-meter medley relay
and are getting big points
from freshmen Roberta
Borkowski and Kristi Schnell
in the dives.
Borkowski is ranked first
in diving at all heights while
Schnell is ranked second

behind Borkowski in the three

meter dive (11 dives).
WSU squares off against
Western Kentucky on Saturday
and faces Xavier on Monday at
1 :30 p.m. at the Keating

Natatorium.

"Raiders" continued
the Bulldogs bite its way back
and when a Brandon Miller
basket found the bottom of
the net with 2:37 remaining,
Butler was up 60-58.
Moments later it was
Hollins slicing and dicing his
way into the paint and scoring
to deadlock the game at 60.
Butler standout Rylan Hainje
was only able to connect on
one of two free throws with 30
seconds remaining.
Following a couple timeouts, it came down to
Melson' s baseline jumper in
heavy traffic sent the Raider
faithful home happy.
The victory, which keeps
the Raiders atop the conference standings, gives WSU
their best start in MCC history.
As Schilling was quick to
point out, there were many
contributors. Junior Jesse
Deister tallied 11 points
including a pair from long
range. Junior Israel Sheinfeld,
still nursing an injury came off
the bench to log 25 minutes
while contributing 11 points.
Sophomore Thomas Hope
grabbed seven rebounds and
hit a pair of threes to finish
with eight points, while senior

center Bruno Petersons was a

presence in the paint, blocking
four shots and altering several
others.
Backup point guard Joe

Bills was 2-0f-2 from the field

(five points) while Tyson
Freeman recorded a steal and
an assist in the victory. Hainje
and Thomas Jackson led
Butler with 20 points apiece.
WSU stays at home to host
Detroit, the team that ended
their season last year, on
Thursday for a 7 p.m. tip-off.
The Raiders then play host to
Cleveland State on Saturday at

I p.m.

Raider Shorts

Kevin Melson was selected

the December Student Athlete
Advisory Committee (SAAC)
Student Athlete of the Month.
Tyson Freeman is currently fifth in the nation in
three-point shooting (11-of-18
for 61 percent).
The MCC ranks l 1-of-32
conferences in the power
ratings for NCAA Division I
men's basketball.
WSU's next game with
Butler on Feb. 3 will be
televised live on ESPN from
Indianapolis. The Bulldogs
play at the historic Hinkle
Field House, where the movie
"Hoosiers" was filmed.

NOTICE TO WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY

Leading the team is the

REGISTERED STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS·

IF YOUR ORGANIZATION IS INTERESTED IN APPLYING FOR AN ANNUAL BUDGET
FOR THE 2001-2002 YEAR, AN OFFICIALLY DESIGNATED REPRESENTATIVE OF YOUR
ORGANIZATION MUST ATTEND ONE OF TWO INFORMATION MEETINGS TO FIND
OUT MORE ABOUT THE APPLICATION PROCESS AND TO OBTAIN THE NECESSARY
APPLICATION FORMS.
STUDENT ORGANIZATION BUDGET COMMITTEE FUNDING INFO MEETINGS:

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 17, 2001 2-3 PM

E163A STUDENT UNION

-ORTHURSDAY, JANUARY 18, 2001 5-6 PM

E163A STUDENT UNION

QUESTIONS, CONCERNS, COMMENTS? STOP IN OR CALL Carolyn Smith in the Office of the

Vice President for Student Affairs and Enrollment Services, 775-4000, 360 University Hall .

Wisconsin-Green Bay looking for a repeat
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By Jason Seaman
Sports Editor

The Wright State women's
basketball team embarks on
their seventh season in the
Midwestern Collegiate Conference on Thursday at the
University of Illinois-Chicago.
The Raiders, who went 5-9 in
MCC play a year ago, look to
build on their first ever
conference tournament win
last season.
They defeated Detroit 8265 last year and took Cleveland State to double overtime
before losing, 72-68. Here's a
preview of what WSU will see
this year.

(12.2 pts.).

ages in free throws, field
goals and three-pointers.
UWGB also ranks first in the
MCC in assist to turnover
ratio. Wins this season
against Cincinnati and
Wisconsin.

Detroit (8-6)

Second

1cam
All-

assists a contest. Wins

against Central Michigan,
Akron and Duquesne.

M

Keyplay-~
ers: Shari
Hill(15.5
pts.,

Notes: Won 15 games a
year ago. Average MCC tops
with 81 points, 43.4 rebounds, 4.85 blocks and 18

'

[EDA7ENDA7AL

Stowe

MCC), Michelle James (14.9
pts., 3.21 steals) and Molly
Peterman (11.6 pts., seven
rebounds, First Team AllMCC).
Notes: Titans were 18-9
last year. Average a MCC best
11.86 steals a game. Big wins
in Ohio over Bowling Green,
Miami and Toledo this year.

Second

Cleveland

Wisconsin-Gree_n Bay
Key
players:
Mandy

(8-5)

(15.2 pts.,
Team AllMCC),

Melanie
Tilque (9.2
pts.) and Amanda Leonhard
(8.9 pts, First Team All-MCC)
Notes: Last year, the
Phoenix went 21-9 and won
the conference tournament.
Preseason favorites to repeat.
They have the top percent-

State (7-6)

Key playMahogany

ers:

Green (15.3

Loyola (6-6)

Key players:
Lauren Sims
(12.2 pts., 7.8
rebounds and
Second AllMCC Team),
Lauren Yops
(11.1 pts.)
and Tracy
Hoffman
(11.1 pts. and 4.2 5 assists).
Notes: 3-23 last year and
predicted to finish last in the
MCC this season. Won five
straight games in December
including wins over Cornell
and IUPUI. Average 69 pts. a
contest.

Butler (5-8)

Key players: Valerie

pts., eight

Burg (12.8
pts.), Kelly

rebounds,
4.54 assists
and MCC
Preseason
Player of

•
Peer Traainin

the Year), Erika Roudebush

(13.9 pts.) and Kim Brockway

Kuhn (11.8
pts., 9.2
rebounds
and MCC
best 68
percent

peer 2Saturday, February 3,2001
9 A.M.- 6 P.M.

Pf,#

(12.4 pts. and 3.69 threepointers a game), Julie
Christensen (five pts., four

Wisconsin-Milwaukee (4-7)

Last in rebounding in the
MCC with 33.6 a game. Three
wins against Indiana State,
Marshall and West Virginia.
Stewart entered 1,000 point
plateau this season.
Christensen broke the Nutter
Center record with eight
assists against Marshall, and
Hollingsworth has hit a
record tying seven threepointers in two games.

&at?

Key
UIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
players:
Jessica
Wilhite
(14.5
pts.),
Maria
Viali (10.2 pts. and 6.1
rebounds) and Nicole
Luchsinger (8.5 pts.).
Notes: 10-4 in MCC
competition last year finishing in second place. Undefeated in conference play at
home last season as well. The
Panthers beat Bowling Green
this year.

vunu KEE

PNrwEnRS

Wright

State (3-10)

Training includes: Alcohol and other Drugs, Sexual Health and Wellness Issues,
Sexual Assault, and more!

five rebounds).

Notes: 8-20 last year
including 5-9 in MCC play.

UIC (3-10)

Key players:

Melea Clark

(17.8 pts. in
eight games),
Kimberly Henry

(12.4 pts. in

team), Chanda Hollingsworth
FAIRBORN RECREATION

Northminster Presbyterian

1425 N. BROAD STREET
FAIRBORN 937-878-4621

301 Forest Ave. at Grand Ave.
Dayton, OH 45405
Pastor Karen MacDonald
The Good News of God's Love

(16.1 pts.

tops MCC
scorers,
7.3 rebounds and Second All-MCC

LANES & GAMES

GAME ROOM--POOL, DARTS,

*Resume Building*
* Academic Credit*

rebounds and 3.4 assists) and
Katie Bussan (five pts. and

eight games)
and LeKesha
Williams (6.6
pts.)
Notes: Best
scoring defense with 61.2 pts.
a contest. Three wins against
South Alabama, Troy State
and Morgan State. Were
predicted to finish second in
the preseason poll.

Key
players:
Reggen
Stewart

NOW OPEN!!!

Student Union

Benefits Include:
*Helping others*
*Involvement On Campus*
*Learn About Issues Affectin Colle e Students*

from floor) and Julie Schrader
(9.5 pts.).
Notes: 6-8 in conference
play last season. Top's in
MCC in rebounding margin
with 3.1 a game. Defeated
Valparasio 67-60 on Dec. 9.

AND MORE!!

FUN & COMPETITIVE LEAGUES,

MOONLIGHT--SAT I 0PM
$1.00 A GAME--SUN 1-4PM
BAR AND GRILLI· I·
STOP UP AND SEE US!

Church

is Open to Everyone of Every
Race, Age, Gender, Sexual

Orientatioin, Nationality... So
are Our Doors and Hearts.

Worship 10:30 am Sundays
email: nmpchurch@aol.com

website: members.aol.com/nmpchurch

Phone: 222-1171

Call to register!
775-5570
Ricardo-McCrary-Owens
PEER 2 PEER Health Education Assistant
The Office of Student Life

NOW HIRING!

LOOKING FOR EMPLOYEES:

-SERVERS

-COOKS
·-HOST/HOSTESSES

Fun, casual atmosphere.
4FN, CAl- _J0put Negotiable pay. Very
flexible hours. Benefits
3501 . North Main Street
271-0114

available!

Buy

0
Wings!
a?
30

W in g s
Y r eel

Dine in only!
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RAIDER
CALENDAR

10

MEN'S
BASKETBALL
%

12

11
Detroit

13

Cleveland

14

15

TUE

16

at
Western
Kentucky

SWIMMING &
DIVING

at
Johnstown

Wright State
Cleveland State
at
Xavier

Trenton
Trenton
7:30
6p.m.
p.m.

E-mail Jason, Tony or Justin with comments or
questions at wsuguardian@yahoo.com or

guardians ports@hotmail.com.

Overall

Conference

10-4
10-6
10-5
8-7
8-5
8-6
6-8
4-10

2-0
2-0
1-0
1-1
0-1
0-1
0-1
0-2

Detroit

MCC Game

Home games in Bold.

Men's basketball MCC standings
Team

at
Loyola*

UIC

DAYTON
BOMBERS

MON

· 1 p.m.

at

BASKETBALL

SUN

State

7p.m.

WOMEN'S

SAT

FRI

THU

UWGB
Butler
UWM

UIC
Loyola

6®» Got wi
- .9
urt.='=4
Vile:
WINE

1,000 wines from 20 Regions!
Over 200 Micro Brewed & Speciality Imported Beers

Beer Tasting Every Friday 4p - 7p

% Wine Tasting Every Saturday 12p -5p

% Home Wine and Beer Making 2U}!l07

er Pro 1 e

1-675

Mon. - Sat. 11-7

[Friel@ Mai]

#52 Bruno Petersons

Road. Next to Wallaby's, 1/2mile\..
lI

Warrenville, IL/Wheaton Academy

"THE OHIGINAL"

Senior center, men's basketball

Birthday: July 22,
1979
Major: Marketing
Minor: Management
Nickname: "Big B
or Bru."
Why you chose
WSU: "I like the
coaches and the
arena."
Why you chose
your number: "It
was the same number I had in high
school."
Favorite arena:
"Nutter Center-I
love the atmosphere and the
loyal fans."
Favorite basketball player: Tim
Duncan
Favorite athlete:
Lance Armstrong
Favorite sports
team: Sacremento

Kings
Favorite sport be-

late chip
Favorite restaurant:

Football

Hobbies: "Outdoor
activities and draw-

sides basketball:

Favorite actor:

Mel Gibson
Favorite actress:
Julia Roberts

Portilo's
ing."

Favorite food:
Steak
Favorite drink:

Pet peeve: "Slow
drivers."
Most memorable
moment in basketball: "My dunk and
win against Michiga
State last year."
Most embarrassing
moment in basketball: "In high school,
I tipped a crosscourt pass from the
other team and it
went in the basket."
Part of your game
that needs improvement: "Ball handling."
Best part of your
game: "My defense."
Where do you see
yourself 10 years

Favorite ice cream
flavor: Mint choco-

in my field or playing basketball."

Favorite movie:
"Shawshank Re-

demption"
Favorite TV show:

"The Simpsons"

Favorite musician:
U2
Favorite song: "I
Still Haven't Found
What I'm Looking
For" (U2)
Last CD purchased:
"Sonic Flood" (Sonic
Flood)
Best book you've
read: "The Hobbit"

(J.R. Tolkien)

Nestea

from now: "Working

427-1007

Sl[g

,;:,

fairfieldwine@earthlink.net

In Gemini Plaza on N.

El r? ,E

Fairfield

south of the Mall at
Fairfield Commons!

Lakeview Z

Kemp Rd.

Rt.-35

We

DELIVER
To
WSU!

429-8650
Need Money For College?

Local Manufacturing Company now accepting
applications for FULL or PART TIME positions.

Flexible Hours!

Great for school schedule!
Starting Pay: $7.00/hr +

(based on skill and experience)

On-the--job Uocational Training

Looking for positive, team-oriented

'ji"@ people for a variety of positions in3
our state-of-the-art facility.

•

¢

pply in person at: Ali Industries, Inc.
611 Yellow Springs-Fairfield Road, Fairborn
{Just off 1-675 at the State Route 235 exit)
AU Industries is a drug and smoke free facility!
Friendly, Multi-cultural environment

,

Classili
Employment
$13.25 base-appt.

guaranteed starting pay.

Fun work environment with
other students. 10-40 hours/
week around classes/ other

job. Co-ops/Scholarships

awarded, conditions exist.
Customer services/sales, no
telemarketing, no door-todoor sales. No experience
necessary, we train. Must
have positive attitude and
good people skills.

www.workforstudents.com

Call

Monday-Friday, 12-6,

937-436-3580.

www.earnparttime.com
Looking for personal
assistant. Job entails
personal hygiene and
dressing. Pays $6.00 an
hour. If interested contact
Micah at 775-1677.
Responsible college student for childcare 2-3
nights a week. $50 a night.

767-2682

Forest Ridge Fighting Swim
Team is in need of coaches
for the 2001 summer swim
season. Send resumes
stating certification, experience, and desired coaching
pay to Gail Martin 4341
Silver Oak St., Dayton, Ohio
45424. Amy questions call

233-6104

United Health Services has
immediate openings for
Part-time Activity Specialist
to work with Elementary
age children in our after
school enrichment programs. If you would like to
join our cutting edge team
and help children who
need positive role models,
Please contact Vicki at 220-

6620/6600.

@

Coming

Soon.'

Advertise your
love/ Tell that
special someone
how

you feel

look for more
information in

future issues.'

Position for computer
programming teacher for a
blind student in his home.
Person must have competence in C ++ or other
programs. call 274-1662.
Help needed, someone to
be home for 11 & 13 year
old boys, may include
helping with supper and
some transporting. Call
754-0083 after 5pm or on
weekends.

Travel

Spring Break- Nassau/
Paradise Island, cancun and
Jamaica from $449. Air,
Hotel, Transfers, Parties
and More! Organize small
group-earn FREE trips plus
commissions! Call 1-800GET-SUN- l
Spring Break Panama City
$129! Boardwalk Room w/
kitchen next to clubs! 7
parties-free drinks!
Daytona $159! South Beach
$199!
springbreaktravel.com 1-

800-678-6386

Spring Break Bahamas

Party Cruise! 5 days $279!
Includes meals & free
parties! Awesome beaches,
nightlife! Departs from
Florida! Cancun & Jamaica
$439!
springbreaktravel.com 1-

800-678-6386

ACT NOW! GUARANTEE
THE BEST SPRING BREAK
PRICES! SOUTH PADRE,
CANCUN, JAMAICA,
BAHAMAS, ACAPULCO,
FLORIDA & MARDIGRAS.
REPS NEEDED ..TRAVEL
,"c-f,•f(

FREE. EARN SSS GROUP

DISCOUNTS FOR 6+. 800-

838-8203 /

WWW.LEISURETOURS.COM.

Start your own fraternity!
Zeta Beta Tau is looking for
men to start a new Chapter. If you are interested in
academic success, a chance
to network and an opportunity to make friends in a
non-pledging Brotherhood,
e-mail: zbt@zbtnational.org
or call 800-431-967 4.

Wednesday, Jan. 1 0,

Fraternities, Sororities, Clubs,
Student Groups: Earn $1,000-

$2,000 this quarter with the
easy Carnpusfundraiser.corn
three hour fundraising event.

No sales required. Fundraising

dates are filling quickly, so
call today! Contact
Carnpusfundraiser.corn at
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www .carnpusfundraiser .corn.

\

~\

99-PILOT, www.philair.com
call today!

For Rant
THE GUARDIAN FOR ALL
OF YOUR ADVERTISING
NEEDS!

Your Love!

:.::;· Advertise

fell that special
how you

someone

A

Abortions thru 24 weeks.
Free pregnancy test. 1401
E. Stroop Road 293-3917.
www.wornensmedcenter.com
LEARN TO FLY in sunny
Daytona Beach, Fl. Winter
weather is coming soon.
Will you be flying? Time is
valuable. Consider spending one semester in flight
training in Florida. Waste
no time. Train with PhilAir
Flight Center-FAA 141
Approved Pvt. thru CFIIAccelerated courses. 800-
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special

edition

the j uardian

feet!

or

®9

classifieds

will allow you
heart do

•
'
•
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let your

talking.'

the
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<COIN FLUSEEL> ?

PRE?GINANT?

-LEEL.INCS RESS UREEE>?

Ae cr fezkg»
' woke't;

« Free ;regrarc text

" Sane»tiord sr822part

rforesail'cers « rbosorts.eke cf.reroafset

:32
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Steericesv
are free ant confidential.
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Guardian
Now Hiring:
Copy Editor

Call Stephanie 755-5536

need CPR training AS

WOMAN'S

U11CO12T CENTI>

A I>rgnanccy ®upport Center

·"""
CL
.C2%
S513)
643-1¥COE
4G7.33"

(937) 898 7660
FOR YOUR HEALTH
Community Training Center

American Heart Association,

HealthcareProvider

2 year certification

Townhouse for 2 bedroom,
all appliances, price reduced to $500 per month
with 2 students. 879-7304
Amity Green Apartments.
Large one and two bedroom apartments, range
refrigerator, A/C, carpet,
and mini-blinds. Five
minutes to WSU + WPAFB,
plus major shopping

centers. 879-2525.

Student Housing, MV /UD
area close access to 3 5 and
675. Two and four bedroom houses, washer/
dryer, kitchen appliances
provided. Call 1-888-808774 l

We are now taking
applications for 3, 4, and 5
bedroom units, some with
basements, available July,
August, and September
2001. We have a special on
a 2-bedroom available now.
Washers and dryers are
furnished in all units. Walk
or drive to our office at
13 96 Cimarron Circle. Paul

(937) 320-1355

Toll Free

1-877-257-5431

w.springbreak2.com

PEER

z6z-z1a4
115 GLEN ST.
T. YEL
YELLOW

2PEER
SPRIN
GS
·RINGS

MEETING DATES:
January 10, 2001

January 17, 2001

January 31, 2001

$~ s
February 14, 2001

es,
February 28, 2001
°a86®",8
rt,

,»,s® March 14, 2001
"s's
®s
s9 ®©
es

5:00 PM

Held In the Office of Student Life
W036 Student Union
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Guaranteed starting pay!
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Dayton'slargest tanning salon

10-40 hrs/wk. we train!

Co-ops/Scholarships awarded. Conditions Exist.

Call Mon.-Fri., 12-6 pm 436-3580

www.workforstudents.com
HEARTLAND

A
l

Dayton - East Salon

Dayton - South Salon

(Airway Shopping Center)

(Alex Bell Plaza)

299-1225

258-9530

www.a; lacetotan.con

For A

BING O

5730 Springboro Pk.

152 Woodman Dr.

'•

1. 50.

Valid January 27 - February

20 Minute Sessions Upgrades Available

11, 2001

session

No Coupon Needed!

BINcc

O

457Dayton Ave.
Xenia, OH

372-6699

Games Start at 7pm
Thursdays and Fridays
Looking for something different to do on Thursday
and Friday nights?
How About Bingo?

r-------------------~
$5.00
Over $30,000 paid out nightly on Bingo and Instants
2- $1,000 Coveralls Go For Sure!

I

OFF

.

~-------------------~
I

Your Package With This Ad! Expires 2-2s-011

The problem of race remains America's greatest moral dilemma. When one considers the
impact it has had upon the nation, its resolution may well determine our destiny. The price
that America must pay for its continued oppression...is the price of its own destruction.
Martin Luther King Jr.*

National Holiday Celebration
Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
March and Rally
January 15, 2001, 10:00 am
Join the Office of Student Life for the annual Dayton community MLK March and Rally as we celebrate the charismatic
and courageous Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.! We are providing free transportation!
March begins at the East Dayton Health Center at 10:45 am.
Rally begins at 11 :30 am at Courthouse Square
Buses leave Wright State University Student Union at 10:00 am from the Student Union Visitor's Lot.
Continental Breakfast - 9:00 am in the Student Services Lobby-Student Union

Spaces are limited so seats must be reserved!
Contact the Office of Student Life to reserve your space by calling 5566
Sponsored by the Office of Student Life

"Ethical Demands of Integration" 1963 (p. 117).

I

